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 Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 offers remarkable features to create professional and engaging videos with a great performance .  This article helps to understand how to use these features in Adobe Premiere Pro CS6.  Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 software is designed for professional use , and its features are meant to be used on a professional level . Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 works easily, requires less
memory, performs efficiently and has a professional editing interface.  Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 is meant to use on a business level.  This article helps to understand how to use the features of Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 on a professional level.  Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 software is installed and supported on Windows operating system. #1 Understanding the Import of Sequence Files Understanding the
Import of Sequence Files Importing sequences to Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 requires to follow some instructions .  There are three kinds of sequences that require importing in Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 software.  They are video sequences, audio sequences and still images sequences.  It is important to understand each kind of sequence  and  what to import in each kind of sequence.   Adobe Premiere

Pro CS6 software allows you to import sequences of the following formats. Videos sequences.  A video sequence is a sequence of video files.  You can choose to import a video sequence  or  import a video clip  from the media library.  A video sequence is commonly used for creating professional videos.  Audio sequences.  An audio sequence is a sequence of audio files.  You can choose to import an
audio sequence  or  import an audio clip  from the media library.  Audio sequences are used for creating professional podcasts.  Still images sequences.  A still images sequence is a sequence of still images files.  You can choose to import a still images sequence  or  import a still image  from the media library.  Still images sequences are used for creating professional slideshows. Adobe Premiere Pro

CS6 software enables you to import sequences of the following kinds: **Video sequences.** A video sequence is a sequence of video files.  **Audio sequences.** An audio sequence is a sequence of audio files. **Still images sequences.** A still images sequence is a sequence of still images files.  #2 Understanding the Import 82157476af
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